
On the Origin of the Omar 60 & Walnut Notes 
From Episode 4 of Undisclosed’s Series on Terrance Lewis 

 
I. The Notes 

 
In the fall of 2017, the CRU provided Terrance Lewis’ attorney with copies of selected 
records from the investigation file which had not previously been made available to 
Terrance’s defense. Among those records were what will be referred to here as the “Omar 
60 & Walnut” notes. 
 
The Omar 60 & Walnut notes are a one-page, handwritten sheet of notes on a “continuation 
sheet” of an official Philadelphia Police Department interview record form. They read: 
  

Omar /// 60 & Walnut 
Denise Sista    61 & Locust / 60 & Market St. 
Stink xx 18 

Blue Car   Stink - goes by Hakim Sadeh Muhammed 
(House Arrest) - Bracelet  

19 
“J.R.” - goes by Raheem   Grey Cavalier 
 ↕ 
Works out at Bally's 
  
Not sure where Bernard got shot. 
Saw hole in stomach. 

 
63 & Oxford 

  
Mello - could be Jamal 

tan 
  

[redacted personal info] 
John Parson → [redacted phone #]   Friend of decedent 
Late thirties    61 & Walnut St. 

Knows what was going on[,] bought drugs  
off these guys 

Mark sold at 60 & Chestnut St. Lives  
basement apartment - Stink sold out of this  
house. 

 
The notes are clearly a record of a witness interview in the investigation of the murder of 
Hulon Bernard Howard, although the page itself does not document either the identity of 
the witness or the date on which the interview took place. However, a review of the notes 
and other case records shows that these notes were taken by Detective Hughes on August 



19, 1996, during an interview of Lena “Star” Laws, who was the State’s only eyewitness to 
testify at trial.  
  

II. The Activity Sheets 
 

In addition to the Omar 60 & Walnut notes, the recently obtained records also contain 
activity sheets from police investigators, showing some of the steps the officers took in the 
case. One activity sheet, dated August 19, 1996, shows that on that date, almost two weeks 
after the murder, Detective Hughes re-interviewed Star. Unless the three other known 
times that Star was interviewed by Detective Hughes, no formal record of this interview 
was made (or at least no such record has been made available to the defense so far). 
 

 
  

III. The contents of the Omar 60 & Walnut Notes show that they were taken 
during Star’s August 19th interview 

 
The Omar 60 & Walnut notes were a record of an interview of someone who was in the 
house on the night of Bernard Howard’s death, as the interviewee references both seeing 
the gunshot wound in Mr. Howard and also having known Mr. Howard personally. The only 
surviving witnesses (other than the culprits) were Lena “Star” Laws, Denise Williams, and 
an older African American man who has been identified as either Omar (by Star) or Sam 
(by Denise). 
 
Based on a review of the notes and other records from the case file, the Omar 60 & Walnut 
notes could not have come from either Omar, Sam, or Denise, and must be a record of an 
interview with Star, and more specifically were taken by Detective Hughes during his 
interview of Star on August 19, 1996.  
 

a. Notes on Omar 
 

The first line of the notes – Omar /// 60 & Walnut” – appears to be a response to the 
officer's question of where Omar lives. The answer given, however, is not correct; Omar 
does not appear to have ever had a 60 & Walnut address. However, when Det. Hughes 
asked Star where Omar lived, she told him the same answer: 

  



 
 
These notes on Omar from the “Omar /// 60 & Walnut” notes are consistent with the 
answers we know Star would have given if she was asked about Omar. They are not 
consistent with answers that would have been given from any other witnesses to the 
shooting. 

 
b. Notes on Denise 

 
The second line of the notes –  “Denise Sista    61 & Locust / 60 & Market St.” – partially 
matches the answers Star gave at trial. Star says Denise lives at 60th and Market St. on 
multiple occasions, but the answer does not appear to correct -- there is no record of 
Denise living in that area. However, the other answer she gives, 61 & Locust, is almost 
correct, as Denise's mother lives a half block away from those cross streets. 
  
Here was how Star answered this question at trial: 

 
  

And on the night of the murder, Star told Det. Hughes that she had seen Denise around at 
60th and Market, and also Spruce Street. (It is unclear why she said Spruce; Denise did not 
have an address at that location associated with her, but it may have been a place, like 60th 
and Market, where she hung out.) 

  



 
  
The recently-obtained activity sheets suggest that when Detective Hughes interviewed Star 
on 8/19/96, she was able to give him a rough address for Denise's sister, at the 6100 Block 
of Chancellor: 
  

 
  
This entry on the activity sheet is slightly confusing, as Star herself never mentions 
Chancellor Street, and the “Omar 60 & Walnut” notes likewise don't mention it. The notes 
do, however, mention Denise's sister, as well as an address that is very close to 6100 block 
of Chancellor. And, at trial, Star says she showed the cops the area where Denise lived – she 
“took them around there” to the block where she knew Denise's mother lived: 
  

 
  



Star testified that Denise wasn't home on the day she went with the officers to show them 
where she lived. This is consistent with the information provided in the police activity 
reports, which show that on 8/19/96, the police learn only that Denise's mother lives on 
the “6100 block of Chancellor” – Star was not able to give them an exact address, just the 
block and rough location. The next day, however, the police pull court history records for 
Denise and her sister Stephanie, and learn the exact address of Denise's mother: 
 

 
  
That same day, the police go to 6115 Chancellor and speak to Denise's mother. She told 
them Denise was not there often, so the police then asked  local cops to keep an eye out for 
Denise in case she came around. 

 
  

Based on the notes themselves, and the remainder of the file, both Star and the interviewee 
for the “Omar 60 & Walnut” notes had identical knowledge concerning Denise’s living 
situation. In contrast, neither the information provided in the “Omar 60 & Walnut” notes or 
the timing of the police visit to Denise’s mother’s house is consistent with information that 
Denise would have provided. 

 
c. Notes on Stink and J.R. 

  
The next lines on the “Omar 60 & Walnut” notes are answers to questions about “Stink” and 
“J.R.”:  

  



 
  

The interviewee appears to tell the officer that Stink is 18, has a blue car, and goes by the 
name of Hakim Sadeh Muhammad. The next line suggests also that this person was on 
house arrest and wore a GPS monitoring bracelet. The description the interviewee gives of 
“Stink”, however, does not match Terrance Lewis, who has never been on house arrest, and 
does not go by the name Hakim Sadeh Muhammad. 
 
The remaining notes in this section have to do with J.R., and indicate that Star told the 
officer that J.R. was 19, he went by the name Raheem, drove a grey Cavalier, worked out at 
Bally's, and lived at 63rd & Oxford. This last detail is in fact correct – J.R. lived at a building 
at those cross streets – although neither this information or the other information about 
J.R. was provided by Star in any of her other recorded interviews. However, as Denise did 
not have knowledge of the names or nicknames used by any of the three culprits, this is not 
information that could have come from her. 
  

d. Notes on where Bernard got shot, and Mellow 
  
The next section of notes – “Not sure where Bernard got shot. / Saw hole in stomach.” – 
shows that the interviewee was asked about where Bernard had been shot. This is 
consistent with the notes being a record of a follow-up interview with Star, as it addresses 
an obvious discrepancy in her story. The autopsy report was completed on August 7th, but 
not before Star's first interview with Det. Hughes had concluded, so the officers would be 
aware of the problem at this time. 
  
The notes from Star previously produced show that in her 3/17/97 interview, she was 
asked this again, and give a similar answer as the interviewee’s response in the “Omar 60 & 
Walnut” notes. 
  



 

 
  
However, it is not surprising that the police would have wanted to address this discrepancy 
with Star in their very next interview with her after receiving the autopsy report, which 
would have been the 8/19/96 interview. Moreover, at trial, Star gave the same answer that 
is given in the “Omar 60 & Walnut” notes: that she saw a gunshot wound in the stomach. 
 

 
  
The next line of the notes – “Mello - could be Jamal” and “tan” – is a reference to the actual 
shooter, whom Star had previously identified as Mellow. It doesn't appear that Star gave 
any positive identification on who Mellow was, though her response of “could be Jamal” is 
consistent with her earlier statements on the night of the murder, in which she suggested 
that, due to the message on the beeper number, his real name may have been “Jamal” or 
“Jamar.” The word “tan” may be a reference to the color car Mellow drove. She described 
his car as “tannish gold” in her interview with Det. Hughes, and as “tan or gold” in the initial 
incident report. The “Omar 60 & Walnut” notes also identify the cars driven by Stink and 
J.R. (“blue car,” “gray Cavalier”), so it makes sense that the interviewer would have asked 
about Mellow’s car as well. 
 

e. Notes on John Parson 
  
The next lines in the notes have to do with John Parson, and identify him by name, address, 
phone number, and other Philadelphia/Pennsylvania administrative identification 
numbers. 
 



The line below reads “Knows what was going on[,] bought drugs off these guys,” and 
describes Parson’s relevant knowledge to the case. The activity sheets show that on 
8/20/96, Sgt. Taylor went to Parson's house to speak to him. [Note: there appears to be a 
typo in the activity sheet. Parson's address is 61** Walnut, not 61** Chestnut, as specified 
in the activity report.] And, exactly as described by the interviewee in the “Omar  60 & 
Walnut” notes, Parson is (a) a friend of Bernard's, and (b) knows about the three killers and 
their drug activities. 

  

 
  

This sequence of events matches perfectly with Star being the source of the “Omar 60 & 
Walnut” notes. When the police spoke to Star on 8/19/96, they learned for the first time 
about John Parson, and one of the officers wrote down the notation about what Parson 
knows. The next day they go to speak to him for the first time, and record the entry in the 
activity sheet. 
  
This helps to date the “Omar 60 & Walnut” notes, because the notes indicate that whoever 
was writing them down learned about Parson for the first time during this interview. Since 
the police talk to Parson himself on 8/20/96, the notes must have been written on or 
before 8/20/96. The only apparent explanation that fits the available record is that these 
notes were written during Star's 8/19/96 interview. 

  
f. Notes on Mark Gibson 

  
The last notes on the page say “Mark sold at 60 & Chestnut St. Lives in basement apartment - 
Stink sold out of this house.” 
  

 
  
No last name is provided for Mark, but according to the activity sheet, on 10/10/96, Sgt. 
Musi attempts to find a man named Mark who “knows Stink.” The activity sheet says that 
no one was home at the time, however: 



 
  
However, the next day, on 10/11/96, the police were able to find court history records for a 
man named Mark Gibson who lived at 60** Chestnut. 
 

 
  
The printout also has a notation that requests someone to order something (presumably 
some kind of database record) for two PID numbers, which are the PIDs for Mark Gibson 
and for Star.  
  
Mark Gibson's information is consistent with what the interviewee told officers in the 
“Omar 60 & Walnut” notes. The address 60** Chestnut is in fact a basement apartment that 
has been associated with a man named Mark Gibson, who had a record for drug dealing. 
Star and John Parson both told police that the three killers sold drugs from the cross streets 
of 60th and Chestnut. Likely, the three killers (or at least the one Star calls Stink) worked 
for Mark Gibson, who lived in the basement apartment there. 
  

IV. The Omar 60 & Walnut notes could not have come from any witnesses 
other than Star 

  
The timing and contents of the “Omar 60 & Walnut” notes are consistent with notes that 
would have been taken during an interview with Star on 8/19/96. Moreover, there is no 
one else the police could have interviewed that would have resulted in this page of notes 
being taken. First, we know that whoever was being interviewed was someone actually in 
the house at the time of the murder, as they state that they saw the gunshot wound in 
Bernard's stomach. That leaves very few possibilities for who it might be: Star, Omar, 
Denise, and “Sam.” Since it cannot be any of the last three, it must be Star.  
  



Other individuals are rules out for the following reasons: 
  
 

a. Omar.  
 
There is no indication the police ever spoke to Omar. Although they did manage to find out 
his identity – Omar [redacted] – and printed out the criminal history records associated 
with that name, there were multiple men by that name in Philadelphia, and it is not clear if 
the police ever found the right Omar Freeman. Moreover, the address for Omar listed on 
the top of the notes – 60th and Walnut – is not an address that appears to have been 
associated with Omar Freeman, and if the notes had been from an interview with Omar, 
presumably he would have been able to give police an accurate address. We also know that 
when police finally spoke to Denise Williams in April of 1997, they were still trying to find 
Omar – which would indicate they had not spoken to him when the “Omar 60 & Walnut” 
notes were written in August 1996. 
 
Moreover, it is not clear that Omar was actually a witness to this crime. Denise told police 
that Omar was not present, and that he had merely dropped off Denise and Bernard at 
6120 Sansom shortly before the murder, but that he hadn't come in. Denise says that when 
they got there, Star was there along with a man named “Sam.” And at trial, Star says 
something sort of similar. She says on cross that Omar had already been in the house with 
her before Denise and Bernard arrived – “Omar was already there… maybe they wrote it 
down wrong. Because Omar was already in the house with me. He was waiting for Bernard 
to come home.” It is possible that Star is confused about who was at the house that night, 
and it wasn't Omar at all, but this man “Sam.” 

 
b. Denise.  

 
The police did not speak to Denise until April 1997. In October 1996, they were still 
attempting to locate Denise, so that they could confirm she was in fact another witness to 
the shooting. This is shown by their questioning of a welfare benefits investigator to 
confirm whether Denise was even in Philadelphia at the time of the murder – something 
they would not have any need to do if she had already spoken to them. 
  



 
  
Additionally, as with Omar, the address given for Denise in the “Omar 60 & Walnut” notes is 
not accurate. Had Denise been the interviewee, she would not have given her address as 
“61 & Locust” or “60 & Market.” 
 

c. “Sam.”  
 
The police do not learn that a witness named “Sam” may have been present until April 
1997, when they speak to Denise. They could not have interviewed “Sam” in August 1996, 
when the “Omar 60 & Walnut” notes must have been taken. 
 
 


